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ABSTRACT: Although a single binary functional complex between cytochrome P450 (P450 or CYP for a
specific isoform) and cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR) has been generally accepted in the literature,
this simple model failed to explain the experimentally observed catalytic activity of recombinant CYP2E1
in dependence on the total concentration of the added CPR-K56Q mutant. Our rejection of the simplest
1:1 binding model was based on two independent lines of experimental evidence. First, under the assumption
of the 1:1 binding model, separate analyses of titration curves obtained while varying either P450 or CPR
concentrations individually produced contradictory results. Second, an asymmetric Job plot suggested the
existence of higher order molecular complexes. To identify the most probable complexation mechanism,
we generated a comprehensive data set where the concentrations of both P450 and P450 were varied
simultaneously, rather than one at a time. The resulting two-dimensional data were globally fit to 32
candidate mechanistic models, involving the formation of binary, ternary, and quaternary P450‚CPR
complexes, in the absence or presence or P450 and CPR homodimers. Of the 32 candidate models
(mechanisms), two models were approximately equally successful in explaining our experimental data.
The first plausible model involves the binary complex P450‚CPR, the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2,
and the homodimer (P450)2. The second plausible model additionally involves a weakly bound ternary
complex (P450)2‚CPR. Importantly, only the binary complex P450‚CPR seems catalytically active in
either of the two most probable mechanisms.

Protein-ligand and protein-protein interactions are fundamental to biological processes such as signal transduction,
chemical transformations, and electron transport. An understanding of the role of these processes in biological function
requires the identification of the detailed interaction mechanisms. These details provide a framework in which to
understand how the process of molecular recognition maintains proper homeostasis or leads to deleterious conditions.
In this study, we characterize the details of protein-protein
interactions involving cytochrome P450 (P450)1 and the
cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR). Traditional experimental
protocols and data-analytic methods applied to this twocomponent system failed to provide a clear answer regarding
the binding stoichiometry. We describe an alternative dataanalytic approach applicable to any multicomponent system.
The method is based on a general numerical analysis of
simultaneous biochemical equilibria, without any restriction
on the number of component molecular species or the number
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of complexes they form (1). Our results indicate the
involvement of the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2, in
addition to possible involvement of the ternary complex
(P450)2‚CPR, the ternary complex P450‚(CPR)2, or both
ternary complexes.
Microsomal P450 enzymes are major catalysts in the
oxidative transformation of a structurally diverse class of
compounds including steroids, fatty acids, hormones, antibiotics, and a wide variety of artificially produced chemicals
(xenobiotics), such as drugs, food additives, and environmental contaminants (2). P450s convert lipid-soluble molecules to more water-soluble forms and, in effect, modulate
transport and other chemical properties. To accommodate a
wide array of compounds, typical P450 enzymes have
evolved low specificity and activity toward substrates,
making interpreting and predicting their catalytic properties
difficult. Localized to the endoplasmic reticulum, the membrane-bound P450 is best considered to be an aggregate of
multiple distinct P450s associating with redox partners, the
obligatory cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR) and in some
cases cytochrome b5 (cyt b5) (reviewed in ref 3). The
resulting protein-protein interactions ultimately define activity for P450s.
Understanding the biological impact of P450 activity
requires knowledge of the identity of the P450 functional
complex and the mechanism modulating its formation.
Because the estimated molar ratio for P450 and CPR in
membranes is approximately 20:1 (4) to 40:1 (5), one of the
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Scheme 1: Formation and Catalytic Activity of the Simplest
(Binary) Functional Complex between P450 and CPRa

Due to evidence for the binary functional complex, we
required all models to include P450‚CPR. For simplicity,
we also assumed all complexes including both P450 and CPR
to be catalytically active. The resulting 32 complexation
models were used to perform global regression analysis of
all pooled experimental data. Model discrimination analysis
was performed on the basis of the second-order Akaike
information criterion, which properly takes into account the
fact that various fitting models contain a different number
of adjustable model parameters. The approach enabled the
ability to identify the most probable complexes present in
the CYP2E1-CPR system.
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P ) P450; R ) CPR.

first models of the functional P450 complex was a rigid
cluster of multiple P450 molecules surrounding a single CPR
molecule (4). However, rotational diffusion studies (6, 7),
cross-linking efforts (8, 9), and catalytic studies with
solubilized P450 and CPR (10-12) later favored a more
dynamic mass action model whereby monomeric P450 and
CPR were in equilibrium with a functional binary complex,
as shown in Scheme 1. Predictions from this mechanism have
influenced both the design and interpretation of studies
elucidating the biological impact of P450 activity.
CYP2E1 activity is highly dependent on the composition
of the functional complex. CYP2E1 plays a central role in
the metabolism of a large number of small molecular weight
compounds (molecular weight <100), such as aliphatic,
aromatic, and halogenated hydrocarbons, many of which are
solvents and industrial monomers and some of which are
suspected to cause cancer (13). Although the most notable
CYP2E1 substrate is ethanol, p-nitrophenol (pNP) is regarded
as a typical model substrate (14). The ability to transform
these compounds to products depends on the coupling of
electron-transfer processes between CYP2E1 and redox
partners, CPR and cyt b5 (14). The mechanism by which
the functional complex(es) form(s) for these prospective
partners remains to be resolved. Unlike other P450s, cyt b5
can even support certain reactions in the absence of CPR
(15), further underscoring the complexity of the role of
protein-protein interactions in CYP2E1 function. Poor
coupling efficiency for CYP2E1 reactions leads to decreased
transformation of organic substrates to products and the
formation of reactive oxygen species, a precursor to oxidative
stress. The biological significance of CYP2E1-induced
oxidative stress has been implicated in alcohol-induced liver
damage and roles in diabetes, obesity, fasting, cancer, and
nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (reviewed in ref 16).
Due to the significance of protein-protein interactions in
CYP2E1 activity, our goal in this study was to observe the
effect of varied total concentrations of both proteins (CYP2E1
and CPR) on the overall catalytic activity of CYP2E1 toward
the model substrate pNP. Because CPR is prone to degradation by contaminating proteases, we employed a proteolytically resistant form of reductase, CPR-K56Q, which eliminated a known site of cleavage (17, 18). Initially, we
employed the strategy of Miwa et al. (12) and performed a
series of catalytic titrations for CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q
under conditions of excess titrant. Nevertheless, the choice
of titrant yielded contradictory parameters for a binary
complex mechanism, and a Job plot at 400 nM indicated
the presence of a higher order complex.
To reconcile these results, we eliminated titrant bias by
expanding the experimental conditions and fit the data to
models incorporating multiple complexes. For these experiments, both CPR and P450 were varied simultaneously, and
neither protein was in very large excess. On the basis of
reports by others (19, 20), we proposed CYP2E1 and CPRK56Q could form binary, ternary, and quaternary complexes
in the absence or presence of P450 and CPR homodimers.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials. Components of the NADPH regenerating
system (NADP+, glucose 6-phosphate, torula yeast glucose6-phosphate dehydrogenase) for catalytic assays were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, as were dilauroyl-L-R-phosphatidylcholine, p-nitrophenol, p-nitrocatechol, 2-nitroresorcinol, bovine erythrocyte superoxide dismutase, and catalase.
HPLC grade acetonitrile, trifluoroacetic acid, and other basic
chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Houston,
TX). Rabbit CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q were expressed in
Escherichia coli and purified to homogeneity using modifications of published protocols (18, 21).
Enzyme Assays. Initial reaction rates of CYP2E1-mediated
oxidation of p-nitrophenol to p-nitrocatechol were determined
by a high-throughput HPLC method developed in our
laboratory (18). In brief, a 96-well 0.5 mL V-bottom assay
block (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) was used to reconstitute
CPR-K56Q-mediated CYP2E1 activity at appropriate protein
concentrations. The reaction contained also 50 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 7.4, 20 µM dilauroyl-R-L-phosphatidylcholine
(DLPC), 250 µM pNP, 2 units/µL catalase, 0.04 µg/µL
superoxide dismutase, and an NADPH regenerating system
(2 microunits/µL glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 10
mM glucose 6-phosphate, 2 mM MgCl2, 500 µM NADP+).
Superoxide dismutase and catalase were added to the reaction
to scavenge reactive oxygen species (O2•- and H2O2), because
these products of uncoupled catalytic complex(es) may
inactivate CYP2E1, which would complicate the analyses
of the data. Reactions were prepared in sets of eight to
correspond to the eight wells for each column of the
microplate. The strategy facilitated large-scale, simultaneous
manipulation of samples with a multichannel pipettor.
Following the addition of all components except NADP+,
the reactions in the assay block were incubated at 37 °C for
5 min. The reactions were initiated upon addition of NADP+.
At three time points, an aliquot was taken from the reaction,
quenched with acetonitrile, and further analyzed by HPLC
as described (18).
Catalytic Titrations. For a two-component system whereby
only one functional complex forms, catalytic titrations are a
commonly used method for obtaining apparent dissociation
constants based on the observed reaction rate. The application
of the approach has been discussed in detail elsewhere for
the P450 system (22). For these studies, the concentration
of one component was held constant (at concentrations equal
to 15, 30, and 60 nM) while the second component served
as a titrant varied at the following concentrations: 7.5, 15,
30, 60, 100, 200, 300, and 400 nM. The rates (ν) for pNP
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algebraic equations (eqs 4a,b) for two unknowns, [P]eq and
[R]eq:

Scheme 2: The Most Plausible Mechanism for Formation
and Catalytic Activity of Functional Complexes between
P450 and CPRa

[P]tot ) [P] + [P][R]/Kd2 + 2[P]2[R]/Kd2Kd3 + 2[P]2[R]2/Kd2Kd4 + 2[P]2/Kd1 (4a)
[R]tot ) [R] + [P][R]/Kd2 + [P]2[R]/Kd2Kd3 + 2[P]2[R]2/Kd2Kd4
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P ) P450; R ) CPR.

oxidation under those conditions were measured, plotted
as a function of the variable component concentration, and
fit to eq 1 using GraphPad Prism (SanDiego, CA) to yield
the maximal rate (Vmax) and the apparent dissociation
constant, Kd. In eq 1, [P] is the total or analytic concentration
of P450 and [R] is the total or analytic concentration
of CPR.
Kd + [P] + [R] - {(Kd + [P] + [R])2 - 4[P][R]}1/2
ν ) Vmax
2

(4b)

Similar systems of simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations were automatically derived by the data-fitting software
package DynaFit (23) from a symbolic input shown in the
Supporting Information. Each system of nonlinear equations,
corresponding to the given mechanism, was iteratively solved
within DynaFit by using a modification of the algorithm equil
by I and Nancollas (24) based on the multidimensional
Newton-Raphson method. Subsequently, the equilibrium
concentrations of the molecular complexes were computed
from the definition of the corresponding dissociation constants. For example, for model 14c we obtain

[PR] ) [P][R]/Kd2

(5a)

[P2R] ) [P]2[R]/Kd2Kd3

(5b)

[P2R2] ) [P]2[R]2/Kd2Kd4

(5c)

[P2] ) [P]2/Kd1

(5d)

(1)

Because the reaction rate according to eq 1 presumably
derives from a single 1:1 complex, we determined the
apparent turnover number (kcat) from a series of catalytic
titrations at concentrations of the constant component held
at 15, 30, and 60 nM. The concentration of the putative
binary complex is directly proportional to Vmax, according
to eq 2.

Finally, the observed catalytic activity is modeled as the sum
total of the catalytic activities of all reactive molecular
complexes. In model 14c in Scheme 2, there is only one
catalytically active complex. Therefore, eq 6 contains only
a single term:

Vmax ) kcat[P450‚CPR]

ν ) kcat[PR]

(2)

At Vmax the system is saturated such that the concentration
of the binary complex is defined by the concentration of the
limiting component. We constructed linear plots Vmax vs the
total concentration of the fixed component and fit the data
to a straight line through the origin using GraphPad Prism
(San Diego, CA) to determine the kcat value for the presumed
binary functional complex.
Mathematical Models for P450-CPR Interactions. The
mathematical models for the catalytic activity of the reconstituted P450 enzyme were represented as systems of
simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations for the mass
balances of the component molecular species, according to
a formalism described earlier (1). For example, for mechanism 14c shown in Scheme 2, the system of nonlinear
equations is

[P]tot ) [P] + [PR] + 2[P2R] + 2[P2R2] + 2[P2]
[R]tot ) [R] + [PR] + [P2R] + 2[P2R2]

(3a)
(3b)

where the subscript tot means total or analytical concentration
and square brackets symbolize the concentrations at equilibrium. After substituting for the equilibrium concentrations
of molecular complexes in terms of equilibrium constants
(see Scheme 2), we obtain for mechanism 14c two nonlinear

(6)

Rate equations similar to those shown in eq 6 were
automatically derived by DynaFit (23) for all 32 models
(mechanism) in Table 2 and for additional mechanisms
shown in Table 3.
Regression Analysis. Each mathematical model, for example, eq 6 for mechanism 14c, was fit to the available
experimental data by using two different methods. First, a
global nonlinear least-squares minimization technique, based
on the differential evolution (DE) algorithm (25) was used
to approximately locate the global least-squares minimum
in the multidimensional parameter space. The DE algorithm
is mathematically guaranteed to find the best possible
nonlinear fit within a prescribed range of model parameters,
regardless of the initial estimates. Our constraints for all
model parameters (equilibrium constants and turnover numbers) spanned 12 orders of magnitude. Second, the approximate solution obtained by DE was further refined by
the usual Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear regression algorithm implemented in DynaFit (23).
Model Discrimination Analysis. The residual sum of
squares for each candidate fitting model (see mechanisms 1
through 4 in Scheme 1), SSQ, was used to compute the
second-order Akaike information criterion AICc, according
to eq 7 (26). In eq 7, nP is the number of adjustable model
parameters (e.g., equilibrium constants and turnover numbers
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appearing in the given model) and nD is the number of data
points.

AICc ) -2 log SSQ + 2nP +

2nP(nP + 1)
n D - nP - 1

(7)
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To assess the plausibility of different candidate models,
we used the heuristic criteria proposed by Burnham and
Anderson (26). First, we ranked all models in order of
increasing value of AICc. We then considered a candidate
model as implausible if the difference between the AICc
value for this particular model and the AICc value for the
“best” model (characterized by the lowest AICc value) was
larger than 10. An additional measure of model adequacy
was the Akaike weight defined by eq 8 (26), where ∆AIC(i)
c
is the difference between the AICc value for the ith model
being compared and the lowest AICc value seen among all
N candidate models.

wi )

(

1
exp - ∆AIC(i)
c
2
N

(

)

1
∑exp -2∆AIC(i)c
i)1

)

(8)

RESULTS
Catalytic Titrations at Excess of Titrant. Similar to the
approach adopted by Miwa et al. (12) for CYP2B1, we
performed and analyzed a series of catalytic titrations to
determine the apparent Kd for the putative binary complex
and to assess the relationship between the binary complex
concentration and the maximal rate of substrate turnover. In
one set of experiments, we titrated 15, 30, and 60 nM
CYP2E1 with increasing concentrations of CPR-K56Q to
near saturation at 400 nM and measured the observed
reaction rate for pNP oxidation, as shown in Figure 1, panel
A. Unlike the original study (12), we additionally conducted
a complementary set of experiments, whereby we held the
concentration of CPR-K56Q constant and varied CYP2E1
(Figure 2, panel A). Initially, we analyzed each titration curve
independently as described by others (12). These data were
fit individually to eq 1 to determine the apparent dissociation
constants (Kd) and maximal rates (Vmax). The average of the
Kd values for each set of titrations where either CPR-K56Q
or CYP2E1 served as titrant is shown in Table 1. The binary
complex mechanism predicts a linear correlation between
Vmax and the CYP2E1‚CPR-K56Q concentration, with slope
equal to the turnover number, kcat (eq 2). Under nearsaturating concentration of the varied component, the concentration for the putative binary complex is equal to the
concentration of the constant component, based on the oneto-one correspondence between these equilibrium components in the mechanism (Scheme 1). Thus, we plotted the
Vmax as a function of CYP2E1 concentration for titrations
with CPR-K56Q and vice versa for titrations with CYP2E1
(Figures 1 and 2, panel B). Both data sets were fit to a straight
line forced through the origin to determine the respective
turnover numbers in Table 1. To improve the precision of
data analysis, we fit all three data sets globally to the binary
complex mechanism shown in Scheme 1 using DynaFit (23)
and compared the resulting Kd and Vmax values from the

FIGURE 1: Catalytic titrations using CPR-K56Q as the titrant. (A)
Reaction rates were plotted as a function of CPR-K56Q concentration. The reported values reflect the results from an average of two
to four experiments including the standard deviation of the mean.
The concentration of CYP2E1 in each titration was 15, 30, and 60
nM, as indicated by the white to black filling of the respective
circles. The fitted line reflects the fit of each data set to a binding
quadratic equation (eq 1). (B) The maximal rates from each titration
were plotted as a function of the concentration of the limiting
complex partner, CYP2E1, and then fit to a linear regression to
determine kcat.

respective methods. Although the resulting parameters were
similar to those obtained by the traditional analysis of the
data, there was at least a 2-fold drop in the formal standard
error for the respective model parameters while using global
analysis of the data (Table 1).
In both cases (independent or global analysis; see Table
1), the relationship between the observed reaction rates and
the titrant concentrations conformed to the predictions based
on assuming the simplest binary complex mechanism but
yielded significantly different results depending on which
component was held constant in the experiment and which
component was varied. Regardless of the method of analysis,
the titration of CYP2E1 with CPR-K56Q seemingly resulted
in the formation of a functional complex, which displayed
an approximate 2.5-fold lower affinity but ∼50% higher
activity than that predicted when CYP2E1 served as the
titrant. Taken together, our results contradicted the predictions of the binary complex mechanism, because merely
exchanging the constant component and the variable component in catalytic titrations seemed to produce fundamentally different properties for the putative 1:1 functional
complex between CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q.
Job Plot at 400 nM Total Protein Concentration. To
determine the stoichiometry for the CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q
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FIGURE 3: Job plot at a total protein concentration of 400 nM. The
mole fraction (x) is defined by [CYP2E1]/([CYP2E1] + [CPRK56Q]). Reaction rates were measured while CPR-K56Q and
CYP2E1 concentrations were varied such that the total protein
concentration remained at 400 nM. These data were fit to two
different models using DynaFit (23). The dashed curve represents
the best least-squares fit to the binary complex model (Scheme 1).
The solid curve represents the fit to a model possessing a binary
(P450‚CPR) and ternary [P450‚(CPR)2] complex.

FIGURE 2: Catalytic titrations using CYP2E1 as the titrant. (A)
Reaction rates were plotted as a function of CYP2E1 concentration.
The reported values reflect the results from an average of two to
four experiments including the standard deviation of the mean. The
concentration of CPR-K56Q in each titration was 15, 30, and 60
nM, as indicated by the white to black filling of the respective
squares. The fitted line reflects the fit of each data set to a binding
quadratic equation (eq 1). (B) The maximal rates from each titration
were plotted as a function of the concentration of the limiting
complex partner, CPR-K56Q, and then fit to a linear regression to
determine kcat.

Table 1: Determination of Binary Complex Parameters Using either
CPR-K56Q or CYP2E1 as the Titrant.
CPR-K56Q as titrant
method of analysis Kd (nM) kcat (min-1)
independenta
globalb

30 ( 10
36 ( 3

9.7 ( 1.2
10.7 ( 0.3

CYP2E1 as titrant
Kd (nM)

kcat (min-1)

12 ( 5
15.6 ( 1.4

7.9 ( 0.2
7.2 ( 0.2

a
Kd values were determined by averaging the results from the fit of
each titration curve to the respective binding quadratic equation (eq
1). The turnover numbers, kcat, were derived from the slope of the linear
regression between Vmax and the concentration of limiting complex
partner as shown in Figures 1 and 2, panel B. b Parameters reflect the
global fit of all three titration curves to a binary complex mechanism
using the software DynaFit (23). The input data for this analysis are
included in the Supporting Information.

complex(es), we performed a Job titration (27) at 400 nM
total protein (P450 plus reductase), as described for CYP2B1
(12). The data were fit to a binary complex mechanism
(Figure 3, dashed curve). If the reductase-cytochrome
binding were strictly 1:1, the theoretically predicted maximum on the Job plot would be located at the center, at mole
fraction xP450 ) 0.5. Instead, the experimentally observed
maximum is shifted toward xP450 < 0.5, indicating other than
1:1 molar ratio in at least one molecular complex being

formed. These results unambiguously establish that a higher
order molecular complex is present.
Global Analysis of Potential Complexation Mechanisms.
To explain these observations, we developed a novel
approach to identify the complexation mechanism for
CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q. As a first step, we generated a
comprehensive data set to avoid bias from the choice of
titrant (vide infra). Our comprehensive data set consisted of
both components (P450 and CPR) being varied simultaneously over a wide range of concentrations, rather than
being varied one at a time (as in catalytic titrations) or being
varied such that the sum total of protein concentrations
remains constant (as in the Job plot). We then globally fit
these data to a variety of potential binding mechanisms and
statistically analyzed the quality of the fits to select the most
probable model.
Similar to the approach adopted by Hazai et al. (20), we
proposed that CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q could form binary
(P450‚CPR), ternary [(P450)2‚CPR and P450‚(CPR)2], and
quaternary [(P450)2‚(CPR)2] complexes in the absence or
presence of P450 and CPR homodimers. Due to experimental
support for the binary complex, we required the presence of
the P450‚CPR complex in all model mechanisms. To further
limit the number of possible models, we assumed all
complexes containing at least one P450 and one CPR
molecule, respectively, were catalytically active. Altogether,
there were 32 possible combinations of these complexes
(Table 2). We did not consider alternate pathways to generate
these complexes, because the equilibrium conditions for the
system enabled only the ability to identify complexes, not
the path through which they formed (28). The detailed
description of the 32 reaction mechanisms is shown in the
Supporting Information.
After fitting the data to all 32 possible binding mechanisms, we generated a corresponding Akaike information
criterion (AICc) to describe statistically the quality of the
respective fits. The models were ranked according to the
difference in Akaike weights relative to the most probable
model. To evaluate the plausibility of models, we employed
the significance rules outlined by Burnham and Anderson
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Table 2: Complete List of Binding Models Considered in This
Studya

Table 4: Second Round of Discrimination between Candidate
Mechanisms by Global Analysisa

model PR P2R PR2 P2R2 P2 model PR P2R PR2 P2R2 P2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A

N

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

a

The symbol A means that the given molecular complex is present
and catalytically active. The symbol N means that the given complex
is present but not catalytically active. Models 17 through 32 (not shown)
are exactly identical to models 1 through 16, except for the fact that
the reductase dimer (R2) is also present.
Table 3: First Round of Discrimination between Candidate
Mechanisms by Global Analysisa
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model PR P2R PR2 P2R2 P2 R2
13
14
15
32

A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A

N
N
N
N

N

SSrel
1.094
1.069
1.064
1.000

∆AICc w > 0.10
0.0
1.6
1.0
0.1
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0.259
0.116
0.160
0.248

For an explanation of symbols A and N, see Table 2. SSrel ) relative
sum of squares; ∆AICc ) increase in the second-order Akaike
information criterion (eq 7) relative to the best model (∆AICc ) 0); w
) Akaike weight (eq 8). Only models resulting in Akaike weight w >
0.10 (10% probability) are shown. For further explanation, see text.
a

(ref 26, p 70). Low AICc values indicated comparatively high
support for the given model. More specifically, there was
substantial support for the given model when the ∆AICc was
between 0 and 2. Values between 4 and 7 signify considerably less support for the model, while a ∆AICc of 10 or
greater indicated essentially no support for the given model.
Identification of Plausible Complexation Models. In the
first round of model discrimination analysis we compared
32 possible complexation models (mechanisms) shown in
Table 2, while assuming all molecular complexes except the
(P450)2 and (CPR)2 homodimers are catalytically active. Of
these 32 possible models for complexation, only four (models
13, 14, 15, and 32) were associated with Akaike weights
greater than 0.10 (corresponding to 10% statistical probability
of the given model being correct). Numerical results for the
four preferred models are summarized in Table 3. Model
32, involving all possible molecular complexes being formed
simultaneously, produced an extremely large uncertainty of
all model parameters (equilibrium constants and turnover
numbers) and was excluded from further consideration. The
three remaining preferred models shown in Table 3 (models
13, 14, and 15) all include the binary complex P450‚CPR
and the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2. Model 14
additionally includes the ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR,
whereas model 15 includes the ternary complex P450‚
(CPR)2.
While examining the best-fit parameters for models 13
through 15 (data not shown), we noted that all turnover
numbers associated with molecular complexes other than the
binary complex P450‚CPR were extremely small, numerically approaching zero. This observation suggested that we
perform a second round of model discrimination analysis,
summarized in Table 4. Here we have modified models 13

model

PR

13
13a
14
14a
14b
14c
15
15a
15b
15c

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

P2R

PR2

P2R2

P2

SSrel

∆AICc

A
A
N
N

A
N
A
N
A
N
A
N
A
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

1.029
1.028
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.001
1.000
1.043
1.028

3.40
1.10
4.80
2.40
2.40
0.00
4.40
2.00
7.40
3.30

A
A
N
N

w > 0.10
0.183

0.318
0.118

a
For an explanation of symbols A and N, see Table 2. SSrel ) relative
sum of squares; ∆AICc ) increase in the second-order Akaike
information criterion (eq 7) relative to the best model (∆AICc ) 0); w
) Akaike weight (eq 8). The Akaike weight is listed only for those
models where w > 0.10 (10% probability). For further explanation,
see text.

Table 5: Optimized Parameters for the Most Plausible Model 14ca
reaction

parameter

best-fit
value

std error

lower
limit

upper
limit

2P S P2
P + R S PR
PR + P S P2R
2PR S P2R2
PR f product

Kd1, µM
Kd2, µM
Kd3, µM
Kd4, µM
kcat, min-1

0.038
0.021
0.37
0.041
10.6

(0.052
(0.011
(0.12
(0.019
(0.6

0.0013
0.0044
0.19
0.0036
9.7

0.28
0.041
1.9
0.070
11.9

a
See Table 4 and Scheme 2 for model description. The limiting
values were computed at a 90% confidence level by using the profile-t
method of Bates and Watts (29).

through 15 such that all complexes appearing in each given
mechanism, except the binary complex P450‚CPR, were
progressively rendered catalytically inactive. The results of
model discrimination analysis (Table 4) show that in fact
nominally the most plausible mechanism is represented by
model 14c, in which only the binary complex P450‚CPR is
catalytically active but not the ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR
or the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2, both of which
are also formed. A close second in order of plausibility is
model 13a, which is identical to model 14c except for the
fact that the ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR is not formed at
all.
Confidence InterVals for Model Parameters. Nonsymmetrical confidence intervals for all model parameters, at
the 90% probability level, were computed by using the
profile-t method of Bates and Watts (29). The results are
summarized for nominally the most plausible model 14c in
Table 5.
DISCUSSION
In this study, traditional approaches failed to explain the
observed catalytic activity of CYP2E1, in dependence on
the total concentration of added CPR-K56Q. Thus, we
developed a novel approach to studying protein-protein
interactions that revealed CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q form
multiple complexes rather than the expected single binary
P450‚CPR complex.
For the titrations with either CPR-K56Q or CYP2E1 as
the titrant, the reaction rates and the titrant concentration
seemingly followed the simplest 1:1 binding isotherm
(Figures 1 and 2, panel A). The maximal rates from each of
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the titration curves were linearly dependent on the concentration of the limiting complex partner, regardless of the choice
of titrant (Figures 1 and 2, panel B). The low dissociation
constant for the binary complex in each set of experiments
is reasonable, based on similar reported values for titrations
by other P450 systems (12, 22, 30, 31). Each data set viewed
independently would support the contention that only a single
functional complex forms between CPR-K56Q and CYP2E1.
However, depending on which component was varied and
which was held constant, the two subsets of the experimental
data were mutually contradictory. With CPR-K56Q used as
the titrant, the apparent Kd was 2.5-fold higher and the
apparent kcat was approximately 50% higher, compared to
the data obtained with CYP2E1 as the titrant (Table 1). Thus,
a reliance on simple titrations to study protein-protein
interactions has led to contradictory conclusions.
To shed light on the inconsistencies resulting from the
postulated 1:1 binding model, we generated a traditional Job
plot (27, 32) to determine a possible presence of higher order
complexes, characterized by stoichiometries other than 1:1.
For this study, catalytic activity was measured as a function
of the mole fraction for each complex partner at a constant
total molar concentration of protein. The exclusive presence
of a 1:1 binary complex between CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q
should yield a symmetrical parabola with a maximum at mole
fraction (χ) exactly identical to 0.5, where the concentrations
of P450 and CPR are the same. For CYP2E1 and CPRK56Q, we found the maximum rate to be located clearly at
χ < 0.5 (Figure 3), indicating that a higher molecular order
complex was in fact present. The simultaneous presence of
a binary complex cannot be ruled out. For example, a binary
complex could serve as an intermediate to forming a higher
order complex.
Although the first reported Job plot for a P450 system
was symmetrical (12), subsequent publications (33, 34) for
the CYP2B1 system included asymmetrical curves, whereby
the maxima for the reaction rates were less than a mole
fraction of 0.5 as we observed for CYP2E1. The unexpected
Job plot for CYP2B1 was independent of the type (33, 34)
or concentration (33) of lipid present. Whereas the authors
suggested the unexpected results were due to detergent
contamination or protein aggregation, we interpret their
results as early evidence of the actual molecular order of
the P450 complex. Coupled with our findings for CYP2E1,
these results for CYP2B1 suggest higher molecular order
functional complexes may be a more common mechanism
determining activities for P450s. Nevertheless, the strategy
of relying on simple catalytic titrations, where one component
concentration is held constant and the other varied, or a single
Job plot to determine the mechanism of complexation is
obviously not sufficient.
Despite the general acceptance of the binary complex
mechanism, there is accumulating evidence in support of
alternative functional complexes. The temperature dependence for P450 reduction by CPR provided early support
for the presence of mobile and immobile populations of
P450s. On the basis of the properties of reduction and known
excess of P450s relative to CPR (4), the authors favored a
functional complex in which 8-12 P450 molecules associated with an individual CPR molecule, which was in
equilibrium with a mobile P450 population. The use of
detergents to modulate protein-protein interactions provided
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the first direct evidence for higher order functional complexes. On the basis of sedimentation and gel filtration
studies, CYP1A2 (35) and CYP2B4 (36) formed pentamers
that associated with CPR for optimal activity [(P450)5‚CPR].
CPR also formed dimers and other higher ordered complexes;
however, low amounts of detergent dispersed the complexes,
indicating CPR homooligomers were less stable than those
for the P450s.
More recently, the binary complex model failed to explain
activity from mixed P450 systems whereby two different
P450s were coexpressed or reconstituted with CPR. Rather
than simple competition as expected for a single binary
functional complex, different P450 isoforms decreased,
increased, or did not alter respective P450 activities (reviewed
in ref 37). To explain these observations, Backes et al. (19)
proposed several alternate mechanisms including the traditional binary complex mechanism and compared the simulations of these mechanisms to correlate changes in protein
concentration to activity. The most likely mechanism incorporated the generation of two functional complexes; each
of the respective P450s associated with CPR to form a ternary
[(P450)2‚CPR] complex, whose catalytic properties were
distinct from an intermediary binary (P450‚CPR) complex.
Building on previous efforts, another proposal incorporated
more elaborate complexation mechanisms (20) incorporating
binary, ternary, and quaternary [(P450)2‚(CPR)2] complexes
formed from monomeric and dimeric P450s and CPR. The
authors based the formation of these complexes on (a) the
crystallization of some P450s and CPR as dimers and (b)
the known self-association of P450 and CPR whereby the
dimer is the simplest homooligomer.
Similar to the approach adopted by Hazai et al. (20), we
proposed that multiple functional complexes were possible
under our reaction conditions. Specifically, varying the
concentrations of CYP2E1 and CPR-K56Q could result in
the formation of binary (P450‚CPR), ternary [(P450)2‚CPR
and P450‚(CPR)2], and quaternary [(P450)2‚(CPR)2] complexes in the absence or presence or P450 and CPR
homodimers. Unlike the authors of the original study, we
wanted to explore all possible combinations of complexes
that could exist and discriminate between the corresponding
models to identify the most likely one for the CYP2E1
system. Due to the experimental evidence for the binary
complex, we required all models to possess the P450‚CPR
complex. To further simplify this effort, we assumed all
active complexes contained at least one P450 and one CPR
molecule, respectively. We did not consider the alternate
pathways to generate complexes. As in other studies (19,
38), our system was at equilibrium, and therefore (28) we
could not even in principle determine the path through which
these complexes were generated. Our equilibrium binding
studies could only reveal which complexes were most likely
to be present under reaction conditions. A more in-depth
understanding of the complexation would require further
study. Altogether, there were 32 possible combinations of
these complexes (Table 2).
An investigation of the possible complexation mechanisms
required a suitable data set describing the system of interest.
Rather than the choice of titrant causing the conflicting results
with the initial sets of catalytic titrations, the conditions of
the experiments likely introduced bias in the analysis.
Titrations were unidirectional in that the titrant was added
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FIGURE 4: Pooled experimental data and the best-fit model (smooth
curves) for model 14c defined in Table 3 and Scheme 2. CYP2E1
was varied from 7.5 to 400 nM. CPR concentrations were as
follows: 7.5 nM (filled circles); 15 nM (open circles); 30 nM (filled
triangles); 60 nM (open triangles); 100 nM (filled squares); 200
nM (open squares); 300 nM (filled diamonds); 400 nM (open
diamonds). The best-fit model is represented by the system of
simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations (eqs 3-6), automatically
derived and numerically solved by the software package DynaFit
(23).

to excess with respect to the limiting complex partner, rather
than any of the conditions in between these extremes. Our
initial titrations and Job plot were limited subsets of data
for the system, and, thus, limited the ability to assess the
role of protein-protein interactions in regulating P450
activity. Similarly, reliance on the titration format and small
data sets may explain why groups were not able to actually
fit data from mixed P450 systems to possible complexation
mechanisms (19, 31, 38, 39).
As discussed by Beechem (40), global analysis of multidimensional data, for example, where multiple component
concentrations are simultaneously varied and the entire
superset is analyzed as a whole, is always more informative
about the underlying biochemical mechanism, in comparison
with trying to analyze individual subsets of data separately.
For this study, we generated a two-dimensional data set
where both P450 and CPR were simultaneously varied over
a wide range of concentrations. In contrast, our preliminary
experiments shown in Figures 1 and 2 only covered a narrow
range of concentrations for either of the fixed components
(P450 in Figure 1 or CPR in Figure 2). The experimental
data we have collected are shown in Figure 4. These
respective data sets provided an opportunity to determine
which approach yielded the most useful information about
the CYP2E1 system.
While previous efforts (19, 20) simulated a limited number
of proposed mechanisms, we fit our experimental data for
the CYP2E1 system to 32 distinct models. Our ability to
globally analyze the resulting data marked a significant step
forward in understanding protein-protein interactions. The
fit of each model provided values for parameters for models
and corresponding confidence limits. From these fits, we also
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generated a corresponding second-order Akaike information
criterion [AICc (26)] to describe statistically the quality of
the respective fits. On the basis of the differences between
AICc for the proposed models (∆AICc), we were able to
identify a group of probable models for the CYP2E1 system.
The results of this first round of model discrimination are
summarized in Table 3.
Out of the 32 models examined, only four produced
Akaike weight w (eq 8) higher than 0.10 (Table 3). This
corresponds to the statistical probability higher than 10%
that the given theoretical model could represent the “true”
binding mechanism. Model 32 (last row in Table 3) was
excluded from further consideration because it produced
extremely high uncertainty in all adjustable model parameters
(data not shown). This is not surprising, because model 32
encompasses all possible molecular interactions we allowed,
with the simultaneous formation of six different P450‚CPR
complexes (four of which were presumed to be catalytically
active), including the two homodimers. This degree of
mechanistic complexity cannot be captured in our kinetic
data. Therefore, we focused our attention on the three remaining mechanisms, models 13, 14, and 15 (see Table 3).
Models 13 through 15 are quite similar, in that they all
involve the formation of the binary complex P450‚CPR and
the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2. The difference
between the three mechanisms is a possible presence of either
the ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR (model 14) or the ternary
complex P450‚(CPR)2 (model 15). We consider the similarity
within this small family of plausible binding mechanisms
encouraging: good evidence for the applicability of the
Akaike information criterion in model discrimination (26).
It would have been harder to understand if widely dissimilar
mechanisms turned out equally plausible by AICc.
The best-fit values of the turnover numbers for the various
complexes appearing in models 13 through 15 followed a
consistent pattern, in that the numerical values of kcat for all
complexes, except the binary complex P450‚CPR, were at
least 3 orders of magnitude lower when compared to the kcat
for P450‚CPR. We interpreted this result to mean that
although the quaternary complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2 is quite
clearly formed, it is likely not to be catalytically active. The
same applies to the homodimer (P450)2 and to the ternary
complexes (P450)2‚CPR (model 14) or P450‚(CPR)2 (model
15). Therefore, in the next round of model discrimination
analysis we rendered various P450‚CPR complexes catalytically inactive, by assigning to them zero turnover number
in the corresponding mathematical models. This generated
eight candidate models (mechanisms) summarized in Table
4, along with the numerical results of model discrimination.
Nominally the most plausible model in Table 4 is
represented by model 13b, shown in greater detail in Scheme
2. According to this mechanism, P450 forms a homodimer
and additionally three different molecular complexes with
CPR, namely, the catalytically active 1:1 complex P450‚
CPR and two catalytically inactive complexes, (P450)2‚
(CPR)2 and (P450)2‚CPR. The nonsymmetrical confidence
intervals (29) for all model parameters (equilibrium constants
and turnover numbers) are listed in Table 5. The overall
stability of the ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR, as measured
by the dissociation constant Kd3 in Scheme 2, is significantly
lower in comparison with the stability of both the binary
complex (Kd2) and the quaternary complex (Kd4).
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It is important to point out that, on the basis of equilibrium
binding studies, we cannot unambiguously determine the
pathway(s) by which the quaternary complex is formed, and
in this sense the mechanism shown in Scheme 2 is only one
of two possible pathways. In principle, the quaternary
complex (P450)2‚(CPR)2 could also be formed from the
ternary complex (P450)2‚CPR by associating an additional
CPR molecule. However, this would imply that the association of the second molecule of CPR to the ternary complex
(P450)2‚CPR would have to be accompanied by strong
positiVe cooperatiVity, given the relative values of Kd3 < Kd4.
For this reason we favor the mechanism shown in Scheme
2, according to which the quaternary complex is shown by
dimerization of the heterodimer P450‚CPR.
Concluding Remarks. Although we initially assumed
recombinant CPR-K56Q and CYP2E1 formed a single
functional complex, our study revealed that CYP2E1 catalytic
activity derives from the presence of multiple complexes,
which coexist under reaction conditions. The formation of
these complexes resulted in an overall negative cooperative
effect, whereby higher P450 concentrations suppressed
activity. This effect may provide a toxicological advantage
for the metabolism of CYP2E1 substrates when toxic
products are generated. Through these efforts, we identified
inherent shortcomings of traditional approaches to studying
protein-protein interactions. To better understand the P450
system, we are the first to eliminate bias from reaction
conditions and globally analyze data to identify the most
probable complexes present in the system. Knowledge of
these complexes provides an important foundation for further
studies to confirm the presence of the complexes and to
explore the role of their formation and contribution to overall
enzymatic activity. The utility of our approach applies to
any two-component system such as protein-ligand and
protein-protein interactions, which provide the foundation
for many biological processes.
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DynaFit Script and Experimental Data - Model Discrimination #1

;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR* ?
[components]
P, R
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R

:

Kpr

dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
[concentrations]
[data]
variable
set

P, R
alldata

[output]
directory

./output/models-round-1

;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R* ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R

:
:

Kpr
Kppr

dissoc
dissoc

[constants]

2

Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2* ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R

:
:

Kpr
Kprr

dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R* ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R

:
:
:

Kpr
Kprr
Kppr

dissoc
dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
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;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2* ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P.R <===> P.R.P.R

:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2* ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R
P.P.R + R <===> P.R.P.R

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2* ?
[mechanism]
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P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R
P.R.R + P <===> P.R.P.R

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2* ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R +
P.R.R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2 ?
[components]
P, R
[mechanism]
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P + R <===> P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:

Kpr
Kpp

dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:
:

Kpr
Kppr
Kpp

dissoc
dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
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[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P +
P.R
P.R
P +

R
+
+
P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
P <===> P.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P.R <===> P.R.P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
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[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
P + P

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
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data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-R2 ?
[components]
P, R
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
R + R <===> R.R

:
:

Kpr
Krr

dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
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task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R
R + R <===> R.R

:
:
:

Kpr
Kppr
Krr

dissoc
dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R
R + R <===> R.R

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + R <===> P.R.R

:
:

Kpr
Kprr

dissoc
dissoc
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P.R + P <===> P.P.R
R + R <===> R.R

:
:

Kppr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P.R <===> P.R.P.R
R + R <===> R.R

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
R + R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
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Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
R + R

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R +
P.R.R
R + R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
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Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2-R2 ?
[components]
P, R
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P + P <===> P.P
R + R <===> R.R

:
:
:

Kpr
Kpp
Krr

dissoc
dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P +
P.R
P +
R +

R
+
P
R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
Kppr
Kpp
Krr

dissoc
dissoc
dissoc
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
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Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P +
P.R
P +
R +

R
+
P
R

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P +
P.R
P.R
P +
R +

R
+
+
P
R

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
P <===> P.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
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[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P +
P.R
P +
R +

R
+
P
R

<===> P.R
P.R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr =
Kprpr
Kpp =
Krr =

0.1 ?
= 0.1 ?
0.1 ?
0.1 ?

[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
P + P
R + R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
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P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P
R + R

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2-R2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P
R + R

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P
<===> R.R

:
:
:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
Krr
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
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Krr = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[set:alldata]
P_tot R_tot rate
======
======

=======

; Constant [R] = 0.0075, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075

0.00776
0.01392
0.01849
0.02508
0.02651
0.02994
0.03101
0.02843
0.00894
0.01624
0.02498
0.02820
0.03220
0.03354
0.03636
0.03444

; Constant [R] = 0.0150, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150
0.0150

0.01078
0.04981
0.08317
0.09133
0.10090
0.10750
0.10700
0.09316
0.01415
0.04119
0.07528
0.09700
0.10240
0.11680
0.11200
0.11050

; Constant [R] = 0.0300, variable [P]
0.0075

0.0300

0.02263
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0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300
0.0300

0.07508
0.12210
0.15240
0.18510
0.20000
0.19380
0.20000
0.02529
0.07633
0.12580
0.14090
0.17940
0.21380
0.19970
0.21780

; Constant [R] = 0.0600, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600

0.02419
0.05593
0.17880
0.19190
0.38380
0.41980
0.40820
0.41400
0.02915
0.06719
0.17680
0.18680
0.37670
0.39840
0.38470
0.39150

; Constant [R] = 0.1000, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000

0.03527
0.07973
0.24090
0.37680
0.58850
0.63490
0.60490
0.64860
0.04025
0.08718
0.22710
0.37440
0.49120
0.59710
0.58710
0.64880

; Constant [R] = 0.2000, variable [P]
0.0075

0.2000

0.04323
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0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000
0.2000

0.09872
0.27430
0.48950
0.80310
0.96650
1.17800
1.19700
0.04303
0.09348
0.25100
0.52360
0.79180
0.99280
1.10400
1.19100

; Constant [R] = 0.3000, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000
0.3000

0.04482
0.10260
0.28060
0.53340
0.67150
1.27700
1.35500
1.67600
0.04380
0.11200
0.28430
0.56690
0.70200
1.32400
1.40500
1.63600

; Constant [R] = 0.4000, variable [P]
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.0075
0.0150
0.0300
0.0600
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000

0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000
0.4000

0.04410
0.10570
0.28690
0.57520
0.75220
1.31700
1.83200
1.94900
0.04505
0.10760
0.27610
0.59340
0.80600
1.41100
1.78300
1.88000

[end]
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Results - Model Discrimination #1

Minimum sum of squares = 0.17464
model

nD

nP

SSrel

AICc

Δ AICc

weight

[1]

PR*

128

2

4.537

-23.6

175.6

0.000

[2]

PR*-P2R*

128

4

1.775

-139.4

59.8

0.000

[3]

PR*-PR2*

128

4

1.450

-165.3

33.9

0.000

[4]

PR*-PR2*-P2R*

128

6

1.188

-186.4

12.8

0.000

[5]

PR*-P2R2*

128

4

2.202

-111.8

87.3

0.000

[6]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2*

128

6

1.173

-188.0

11.2

0.001

[7]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2*

128

6

1.138

-191.8

7.3

0.007

[8]

PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*

128

8

1.056

-196.9

2.3

0.082

[9]

PR*-P2

128

3

2.293

-108.8

90.4

0.000

[10]

PR*-P2R*-P2

128

5

1.521

-157.0

42.1

0.000

[11]

PR*-PR2*-P2

128

5

1.451

-163.1

36.1

0.000

[12]

PR*-PR2*-P2R*-P2

128

7

1.116

-192.1

7.1

0.007

[13]

PR*-P2R2*-P2

128

5

1.094

-199.2

0.0

0.259

[14]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2

128

7

1.069

-197.6

1.6

0.116

[15]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2

128

7

1.064

-198.2

1.0

0.160

[16]

PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2

128

9

1.044

-196.0

3.2

0.053

[17]

PR*-R2

128

3

4.538

-21.4

177.7

0.000

[18]

PR*-P2R*-R2

128

5

1.643

-147.1

52.1

0.000

[19]

PR*-PR2*-R2

128

5

1.431

-164.8

34.3

0.000

[20]

PR*-PR2*-P2R*-R2

128

7

1.167

-186.4

12.8

0.000

[21]

PR*-P2R2*-R2

128

5

2.808

-78.5

120.7

0.000

[22]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-R2

128

7

2.785

-75.1

124.1

0.000
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[23]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-R2

128

7

1.137

-189.7

9.5

0.002

[24]

PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-R2

128

9

1.053

-194.9

4.3

0.030

[25]

PR*-P2-R2

128

4

1.488

-162.0

37.2

0.000

[26]

PR*-P2R*-P2-R2

128

6

1.247

-180.2

19.0

0.000

[27]

PR*-PR2*-P2-R2

128

6

1.235

-181.4

17.8

0.000

[28]

PR*-PR2*-P2R*-P2-R2

128

8

1.071

-195.1

4.1

0.034

[29]

PR*-P2R2*-P2-R2

128

6

1.289

-176.0

23.2

0.000

[30]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2-R2

128

8

1.949

-118.5

80.7

0.000

[31]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2-R2

128

8

1.779

-130.1

69.1

0.000

[32]

PR*-P2R*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2-R2

128

10

1.000

-199.1

0.1

0.248
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DynaFit Script and Experimental Data - Model Discrimination #2

;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[components]
P, R
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P.R <===> P.R.P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
[concentrations]
[data]
variable
set

P, R
alldata

[output]
directory

./users/Miller_GP/070510/output/fit-002d

[settings]
{Marquardt}
IterationsPerParameter = 300
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
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data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R2-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P.R <===> P.R.P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
P + P

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R*-P2R2-P2 ?
[mechanism]
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P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
P + P

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.P.R
P + P

<===> P.R
P <===> P.P.R
+ R <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-P2R-P2R2-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R <===> P.R
P.R + P <===> P.P.R

:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kppr dissoc
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P.P.R + R <===> P.R.P.R
P + P <===> P.P

:
:

Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kppr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2*-P2R2-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc
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[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2-P2R2*-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
P.R.P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[task]
data = equilibria
task = fit
model = PR*-PR2-P2R2-P2 ?
[mechanism]
P + R
P.R +
P.R.R
P + P

<===> P.R
R <===> P.R.R
+ P <===> P.R.P.R
<===> P.P

:
:
:
:

Kpr
dissoc
Kprr dissoc
Kprpr dissoc
Kpp
dissoc

[constants]
Kpr = 0.1 ?
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Kprr = 0.1 ?
Kprpr = 0.1 ?
Kpp = 0.1 ?
[responses]
P.R = 10 ?
;___________________________________________________________
[set:alldata]
...
... AS ABOVE IN MODEL DISCRIMINATION #1
...
[end]
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Results - Model Discrimination #2

Minimum sum of squares = 0.185593
model

nD

nP

SSrel

AICc

Δ AICc

weight

[1]

PR*-P2R2*-P2

128

5

1.029

-199.2

3.4

0.058

[2]

PR*-P2R2-P2

128

4

1.028

-201.5

1.1

0.183

[3]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2*-P2

128

7

1.004

-197.9

4.8

0.030

[4]

PR*-P2R*-P2R2-P2

128

6

1.003

-200.2

2.4

0.095

[5]

PR*-P2R-P2R2*-P2

128

6

1.003

-200.2

2.4

0.095

[6]

PR*-P2R-P2R2-P2

128

5

1.002

-202.6

0.0

0.318

[7]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2*-P2

128

7

1.001

-198.3

4.4

0.036

[8]

PR*-PR2*-P2R2-P2

128

6

1.000

-200.6

2.0

0.118

[9]

PR*-PR2-P2R2*-P2

128

6

1.043

-195.2

7.4

0.008

[10]

PR*-PR2-P2R2-P2

128

5

1.028

-199.3

3.3

0.061
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